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Introduction

Challenges arising from the COVID-19 pandemic have worsened an already inequitable distribution of health care providers across rural and urban areas. The pandemic increased rates of staff burnout and early retirement. It also forced nurses and others to drop out of the workforce to care for ailing family members or children who lost access to in-person school and child care. This abrupt contraction of the labor supply increased wage pressures, making it difficult for financially strapped hospitals to compete with other employers. Rural areas, already at a disadvantage with fewer health care providers per capita, experienced more severe workforce problems than their urban counterparts.1

One way to improve the distribution of the health care workforce is to leverage technology. Digital technology that enables telehealth and telementoring programs can help rural providers, especially hospitals, reimagine how they provide health care and use the health care workforce.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, Congress and the administration temporarily waived many Medicare telehealth restrictions, which benefited patients and providers alike in both urban and rural areas. Although the full effects of these flexibilities remain to be seen, they have, at a minimum, increased patient access to care and incentivized providers to build their digital capabilities. As a result, many providers already have access to the infrastructure needed for telehealth and telementoring.

Although the rapid uptake of telehealth has opened new possibilities for the health care system, policymakers still need to address the barriers that prevent rural providers from adopting these technologies.

Against this backdrop, BPC examined the ability of three evidence-based programs leveraging digital technology—Project ECHO, telestroke, and tele-ICU—to relieve some of the pressures facing the rural health care workforce. In this brief, BPC also outlines several policy options, including regulatory and legislative reforms, that would increase the use of these programs. Although a variety of policy approaches are necessary to address the underlying drivers of workforce shortages, evidence-based telehealth and telementoring models have the potential to expand provider capacity.
Background

Workforce shortages have historically been cyclical. The pandemic, however, disrupted many of the usual dynamics. In 2021, the national supply of registered nurses dropped by more than 100,000 from the previous year, the largest drop in four decades. Alarmingy, a disproportionate number of exiting nurses were younger and earlier in their careers, compared to those who stayed at the bedside, fueling concerns that the critical nursing shortage will persist long after the federal public health emergency (PHE) ends, and that this shortage will impact all states. Research has shown that inadequate nurse staffing in hospitals is associated with increased patient morbidity and mortality.

Moreover, rural hospital systems reported attrition across every level of the health care system—from top executives and physicians to surgical technicians, dietary staff, and custodial staff. Hospital clinical staff shortages peaked during the omicron variant surge in early 2022—with 22% of hospitals reporting critical staffing shortages by mid-January.

Smaller rural hospitals, in particular, struggled to pay for and maintain staff during the pandemic. Contract staff, particularly travel nurses, played a critical role in filling hospital vacancies. Although this helped ensure continued patient access to services, the use of contract staff was expensive and harmed the finances of struggling hospitals. In some cases, hospitals paid staffing agencies two, three, or more times pre-pandemic rates to fill vacancies.

Rural hospitals provide care to approximately one-fifth of the nation's population and serve many vulnerable Americans. Rural populations tend to be older and sicker than their urban counterparts, and proportionately the share of adults 65 and older in rural America is growing. Although all payers play a role in rural hospital financing, Medicare is often the primary payer, with roughly one out of every three individuals living in rural America enrolled in the Medicare program.

Leading up to the pandemic, 116 rural hospitals closed between 2010 and 2019. These closures occurred across 31 states and were heavily concentrated among small, Critical Access Hospitals (CAHs). Most CAHs are 35 miles from the nearest hospital and have no more than 25 inpatient hospital beds. It is widely believed that the infusion of federal COVID-19 relief dollars staved off more hospital closures, with only two rural hospitals closing in 2021.

BPC released a report in May 2022, The Impact of COVID-19 on the Rural Health Care Landscape, which describes the challenges facing rural hospitals and details policy recommendations to immediately stabilize rural health systems. The loss of federal funding when the PHE declaration ends will likely
exacerbate existing workforce inequities between rural and urban areas. The same rural hospitals that were struggling before the pandemic will once again be under pressure to reduce services or close entirely.

The availability of health care workers in rural areas and hospital closures are inextricably linked. According to the Government Accountability Office (GAO), the availability of local health care workers tends to decline at a steeper rate in rural counties that experience hospital closures than in counties that do not experience closures. For example, between 2012 and 2017, in counties where hospitals closed, the number of physicians fell from a median of 71.2 to 59.7 per 100,000 residents. Decreases in counties without closures were much smaller (87.5 to 86.3 physicians per 100,000 residents).¹⁶

Rural areas also have far fewer specialty providers than their urban counterparts. Urban areas have 30.8 physicians per 10,000 residents; rural ones have 10.9 physicians per 10,000.¹⁷ Not surprisingly, cardiology, psychiatry, radiology, obstetrics, and other specialties are less available in rural counties.¹⁸ Family physicians are the most likely type of provider to be present.¹⁹

Congress and multiple administrations have long supported the health care workforce and efforts to bring more providers to rural America. Currently, the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) funds many programs to address rural workforce shortages, including the National Health Service Corps, which repays student loans in return for a provider serving in rural areas. Congress also passed the Dr. Lorna Breen Health Care Provider Protection Act in 2022 (P.L. 117-105), which promotes mental health resiliency among health care providers, invests in disseminating best practices, and encourages health care providers to seek mental health treatment.²⁰

Additionally, throughout the COVID-19 public health emergency, Congress and the Trump and Biden administrations supported broad flexibilities in telehealth. These policies paved the way for an unprecedented utilization of telehealth services, which peaked at more than 32% of Medicare claims in April 2020 and leveled off to 13% to 17% of claims by July 2021.²¹ A broad swath of providers in rural and urban areas adopted telehealth technologies, and telehealth holds promise for creating new access points to care.

BPC looked at three evidence-based programs—Project ECHO, telestroke, and tele-ICU—that leverage digital technology to assess how they might maximize the use of a stretched and inadequate health care workforce; how they could help to redistribute resources across rural and urban areas; and how they could help keep patients at their local hospitals while ensuring high quality care—thereby improving the financial position of struggling rural hospitals.
Evidence-Based Models

PROJECT ECHO

Model description:

Project ECHO (Extension for Community Healthcare Outcomes) is a distance-learning, telementoring model designed to help primary care clinicians and other community providers deliver expert care to patients where they live. Begun in 2003, the model leverages video-conferencing technology to train, advise, and support community health care providers. Many ECHO projects use a hub-and-spoke network model where a hub of experts, such as specialty providers often located in academic medical centers, mentor others, such as primary care providers about a particular condition or treatment. Project ECHO increases access to specialty treatment in rural and underserved areas for a variety of conditions, such as hepatitis C, diabetes, and other complex medical conditions.

Four main principles guide Project ECHO programs: using technology to leverage scarce resources; sharing best practices to reduce disparities; engaging in case-based learning to master complexity; and using a web-based database to monitor outcomes. Under-resourced and understaffed rural health facilities have benefited from the ECHO model to compensate for specialist shortages.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, Idaho—which ranks 50th in practicing physicians per capita—used CARES Act funding to ramp up ECHO programs to increase primary care physicians’ access to specialists and best practices for treating patients with complex conditions, including mental health challenges and substance abuse disorders. ECHO Idaho connected more than 1,000 health care workers and other professionals in a 15-month period.

Also during the pandemic, ECHO, in partnership with the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), established a national network to help nursing homes implement rapidly evolving COVID-19 best practices. More than 32,000 health professionals from over 9,000 nursing homes participated. Eighty-five percent of nursing homes reported they substantially changed their practices based on what they learned. Similarly, ECHO worked closely with the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response (ASPR) within the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to set up a national provider network to disseminate novel COVID-19 information to frontline providers. These partnerships showed how the ECHO network can serve as a public health resource in times of emergency.
Project ECHO can also be used to train a variety of other health care providers beyond doctors and nurses. This training can include unlicensed providers, such as community health workers (CHWs), who primarily deliver health education in rural and vulnerable communities. The ECHO Community Health Worker (CHW) model was developed to support and improve the skills of CHWs, based on the needs of providers and the communities they serve. These health workers are trained for specialized interventions using best practices that can be applied in a variety of contexts.\(^\text{25}\)

**Model outcomes:**

The University of New Mexico developed Project ECHO to advance hepatitis C treatment and has produced positive clinical outcomes. A study published in the *New England Journal of Medicine* in 2011 found that during a five-year period, patients receiving care for hepatitis C (HCV) at ECHO sites had outcomes similar to those treated at specialty clinics. Nearly 60% of patients treated at ECHO sites had a sustained virologic response, a rate that was not statistically different from patients treated at the University of New Mexico’s HCV clinic.\(^\text{26}\)

Regarding behavioral health care, multiple studies show that the ECHO model increased the number of Drug Enforcement Agency registered practitioners who receive a waiver from the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) to prescribe, administer, and dispense buprenorphine (used to treat opioid dependence), reduced the number of patients treated with opioids for chronic pain compared to a control group, and lowered the number of opioid prescriptions per patient.

A systematic review of outcomes associated with Project ECHO found that the model was both effective at treating a variety of health conditions and chronic illnesses and had cost-saving potential.\(^\text{27}\) An analysis of Project ECHO's ability to enhance CHW capacity found a significant improvement in health workers’ self-efficacy to perform their duties and address social determinants of health after attending ECHO sessions.\(^\text{28}\)

Although Project ECHO has produced positive outcomes for HCV, behavioral health, and other chronic conditions, the program is not a monolith. The telementoring model can be used to enhance provider capacity to treat cancer, dermatologic conditions, and pulmonary disorders, among others. Outcomes may not be consistent across topic area—highlighting a need for more comprehensive evaluation.\(^\text{29}\)

**Current financing:**

Despite receiving grants from federal, state, and local governments, Project ECHO has no ongoing federal funding stream or clear billing mechanism for health insurance. Nearly half of the Project ECHO funding comes from grants from HRSA, AHRQ, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), and
SAMHSA, while 44% comes from other funding sources, including philanthropic organizations.\(^{30}\)

Although the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) do reimburse providers for virtual, interprofessional consultations as eConsults, Project ECHO moves well beyond a physician consulting another about a specific patient. The model is closer to virtual grand rounds intended to ensure providers at spoke sites are up to date on best practices and evolving areas of medicine—ones that may be outside their core practice area. Unfortunately, Medicare has no billing mechanism for this type of interaction. In 2019, the Center for Health Care Strategies released a report outlining the possible pathways for sustainable funding, including embedding funding for Project ECHO in HRSA health center grants.\(^{31}\) These policy recommendations are discussed in further detail in the policy options section of this brief.

### Model prevalence:

As of June 2022, ECHO had 272 hubs operating across the United States, and a cumulative total of 3.45 million unique attendances in ECHO sessions from around the world.\(^{32}\) When the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE) contracted with RAND in 2019 to evaluate ECHO and ECHO-like programs, it found 585 ongoing and recent ECHO projects—88 were added in 2017 alone. Colorado and New Mexico had the largest ECHO presence, accounting for more activity than the bottom 25 states combined. Every state had at least one active ECHO program, but the number of programs varied. For example, Wisconsin and South Dakota—both states with significant rural populations—had only two ECHO programs.\(^{33}\)

### Workforce impact:

Project ECHO can enhance the ability of rural health care providers to treat patients closer to home and to improve clinical outcomes. Studies show that Project ECHO participation has a positive impact on provider performance for pain management (physical medicine services and initiation of nonopioid medications) and patient health.\(^{34}\) Specialists at academic medical centers can mentor providers in rural areas, thereby allowing patients to stay in their communities and struggling hospitals and clinics to retain patients. Academic medical centers, such as the Texas A&M Rural and Community Health Institute, have used knowledge-sharing through ECHO to assist vulnerable hospitals at risk of closure.\(^{35}\) With sustainable financing, Project ECHO can be a valuable tool to address both unequal distribution of providers and rural hospital closures.

---

**TELESTROKE**

### Model description:

Stroke can result in serious long-term disability and is a leading cause of death in the United States, affecting approximately 800,000 Americans per year.\(^{36}\) For the best patient outcomes after a stroke, physicians must deliver lifesaving treatment
within three hours of symptom onset. That task is challenging in rural and underserved areas that have limited access to neurologists who can diagnose and treat stroke.

Telestroke is the use of telehealth specifically for stroke care; it allows physicians at tertiary care centers, often vascular neurologists, to evaluate and remotely treat stroke patients in the emergency room. Doctors at local hospitals, who may not have adequate stroke expertise, work with an off-site physician who can perform neurological assessments and triage the patient, evaluate brain imaging, and aid in diagnosis and treatment. This model bypasses the need to urgently transfer suspected stroke patients to larger regional hospitals, which takes time and limits the efficacy of treatment.37

Hospitals can receive access to telestroke through a hub-and-spoke model or use private third-party vendors—or undertake some combination of the two. After consultation, a patient may remain at the local site or spoke hospital, or be transferred to a facility that can provide a higher level of care.38

Model outcomes:

Strong evidence supports the use of telestroke, especially because the therapeutic window to treat stroke is so short.39 A study of more than 150,000 patients treated for stroke found that patients who received care at hospitals with telestroke capacity had higher rates of reperfusion treatment, which restores blood flow to blocked arteries, and lower 30-day mortality compared with those treated in hospitals without telestroke.40 The gains were greatest in smaller hospitals in rural areas.41

Without access to telestroke, patients at smaller emergency departments may be transferred to another health center—wasting precious time needed to administer effective stroke treatment and affecting the smaller hospital’s ability to retain patients. A recent analysis from the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs found that telestroke helped prevent such hospital transfers, allowing patients to be treated in their community and improving the timeliness of treatment.42

Current financing:

Telestroke was the first telehealth service to receive Medicare reimbursement outside of rural areas due to the Furthering Access to Stroke Telemedicine (FAST) Act, which passed as part of the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018 (P.L.115-123) and went into effect January 1, 2019.43,44
Model prevalence:
An analysis of FAST Act implementation found that both urban and rural hospitals increased the use of telestroke substantially, from less than 1% of strokes being associated with billed Medicare telemedicine consultations before the FAST Act, to approximately 3%, by the end of 2019. Usage rose again during the COVID-19 pandemic, with approximately 6% of strokes experienced by Medicare beneficiaries being treated via telestroke in early 2021.

Workforce impact:
Telestroke is especially beneficial for hospitals in rural areas where neurologists are in short supply and the stroke mortality rate is significantly higher than in urban areas. These hospitals can use telestroke to cover gaps in care and reduce the burden on staff neurologists, while improving stroke outcomes. Additionally, small hospitals in rural and frontier areas may not see the volume of patients needed to justify hiring neurologists to provide stroke care and often struggle to hire neurologists because of provider shortages. Telestroke allows them to treat stroke patients and receive payment for their care without having to hire a neurologist.

TELE-ICU

Model description:
Between 4 and 6 million patients are admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU) every year. Rural areas often experience intensivist shortages, while demand for them continues to grow due to COVID-19 and an aging population. Using tele-ICU, intensivists—specialists who treat critically ill patients—at remote sites can monitor ICU patients at rural facilities and guide local physicians and nurses through an acute event using audio-video technology and data sharing. These programs extend workforce capacity at rural hospitals by providing bedside staff with clinical resources. Providers at the rural facility transmit real-time data, enabling the remote tele-ICU physician to get a complete picture of the patient. The teleintensivist can monitor an ICU patient’s physiological data, prescribe medications, order laboratory tests, and oversee best practice adherence.

Although telestroke is a more straightforward service than tele-ICU, the latter has the potential to create economies of scale. Tele-ICU programs can be as simple as allowing two-way, audiovisual communication between intensivists and local ICUs or as complicated as providing access to data exchange through electronic medical records, imaging systems, and tools that enable the transfer of timely information to help inform decisions about a patient’s care. Medical centers and health systems can sometimes offer 24/7 tele-ICU support to partner hospitals on everything from providing critical care to helping patients after their release.
**Model outcomes:**

Studies have demonstrated that tele-ICU programs enhanced care plans, improved clinical outcomes, reduced hospital transfers, and were associated with increased best-practice adherence. One 2018 meta-analysis found that, compared to nonadopter hospitals, tele-ICU was associated with lower 90-day mortality. An earlier review from 2013 found that tele-ICU programs resulted in a 15% to 60% reduction in mortality rates and a 30% reduction in lengths of stay. Mortality rates varied by hospital. For example, a 10-bed surgical ICU at Johns Hopkins Medical Center in Maryland saw its mortality rates decrease by 46%, while Maine Medical Center saw reductions of 20%.

Tele-ICU programs focusing on harm reduction have seen improvements in hospital acquired infections, early recognition for sepsis, mortality rates, and length of stay. Advocate Aurora Health uses telehealth to improve disease management quality, share best practices, educate and mentor nurses, and assess whether there are gaps in current knowledge. Its Illinois tele-ICU program saved 507 lives (the mortality ratio went from 0.42 to 0.22) and resulted in a decrease of 259 ICU days ($959,000 cost avoidance) and 441 vent days ($287,000 cost avoidance) in 2018 alone. South Dakota’s Avel eCare ICU, one of the first tele-ICU’s in the country, has seen reductions in patient stays in the ICU through faster response times to complications.

**Current financing:**

Remote sites tend to use G-codes, Medicare billing codes used by practitioners to describe specific telehealth services, to seek Medicare reimbursement for tele-ICU. For example, HCPCS code G0508 is used for telehealth consultation, critical care, and initial consults. Although this reimbursement mechanism is critical, some health systems and academic medical centers feel that it does not adequately account for a provider’s expertise and time.

**Model prevalence:**

A recent study found that of hospitals with an ICU, 27% reported tele-ICU capabilities. Rural and Critical Access Hospitals were less likely to have these capabilities. In 2018, Alabama, Connecticut, Michigan, Nevada, and New Hampshire had the fewest hospitals with tele-ICU services.

**Workforce impact:**

In many ways, tele-ICU has become critical for rural hospitals due to its importance to the health care workforce and patient outcomes. Although staffing depends on the tele-ICU structure, teleintensivist physicians can monitor 100 patients remotely, while tele-ICU nurses can monitor 30 to 50 patients. The bedside RN to patient ratio, by contrast, is 1:3. Bedside clinicians typically can deal with only one emergency at a time, but remote clinicians can address three to four codes at the same time by monitoring multiple patients remotely. Hospitals that adopt tele-ICU do not need to have intensivists on
their payroll—an investment that often does not make sense for low volume facilities. A representative from Advocate Aurora stated, “Amid this [workforce] scarcity, the e-ICU program helped provide specialized critical care across the health system without straining those already overwhelmed with the demand for care.” One example is that the e-ICU can alleviate the need for on-site respiratory therapists to support monitoring patients on ventilators.60

Additionally, partnerships between bedside nurses and critical care nurses via tele-ICU can reduce stress and burnout for new nurses. A November 2021 survey of registered nurses found that nearly one-third were likely to leave their current positions providing direct patient care; insufficient staffing levels was the single greatest factor cited.61 Tele-ICU and other support programs provide guidance and mentorship from experienced critical care nurses and have the potential to alleviate stress and burnout for bedside nurses.
Policy Options

Congress and the administration can promote Project ECHO, telestroke, and tele-ICU to ensure that they become a more prevalent and sustainable part of the nation’s health care infrastructure. Small rural hospitals are most likely to benefit from telehealth programs, but they are often the least likely to have them, predominantly because of financial constraints. Investments in telehealth infrastructure can mitigate workforce shortages, close care gaps in rural areas, and help improve the financial standing of hospitals at risk of closure. Although BPC’s recommendations focus on Medicare, private insurers should also evaluate the adequacy of their reimbursement, if at all, and any other support given to providers implementing these models.

Policy options to support further growth of these programs include:

- Development and testing of new and enhanced financing mechanisms;
- Identification of ongoing insurer-based reimbursement opportunities;
- Technical assistance for providers to adopt new models;
- Enhancement of current cross-state licensure laws; and
- Acceleration of efforts to achieve interoperability.

DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF NEW AND ENHANCED FINANCING MODELS

Propping up the infrastructure required to implement Project ECHO, tele-ICU, and telestroke programs can involve significant upfront investments. For example, a 2013 study found that it took hospitals $2 million to set up and install command center tele-ICU systems, with operating costs reaching $600,000 to $1.5 million per year. However, during the study period, ICU costs decreased 25% to 31% due to lower mortality rates, shorter ICU lengths of stay, lower variable costs per case, and increased revenues from higher case volumes. Estimates show that the average cost of implementing an ECHO program is $200,000 a year. Smaller providers and hospitals have the potential to reap the greatest benefit from these telehealth programs, but they are also less likely to have the capital to make infrastructure investments.

- Congress should consider designating a portion of Public Health Service Act Section 330 funding for startup and operational costs for providers participating in Project ECHO.
Community health centers such as Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHCs) are an integral part of the rural health landscape and support medically underserved areas. FQHCs receive grant funding from HRSA, as authorized under Section 330 of the Public Health Service (PHS) Act. As mandated in Section 330, most awards support comprehensive primary care services to underserved communities (or service areas) and to specific underserved populations, such as migratory and seasonal agricultural workers, individuals experiencing or at risk for homelessness, and residents of public housing. Section 330 appropriations, which do not have a designation for Project ECHO participation, have more than doubled since the program’s inception in 2010 (from $2.2 billion to $5.6 billion in FY2021).\(^65\)\(^66\) Congress should consider designating a portion of Section 330 funding for startup and operational costs for providers participating in Project ECHO.

Despite the initial investments involved with Project ECHO, researchers found that the program was efficient and provided good value for hepatitis C diagnosis and treatment. In a 2017 analysis, they simulated disease progression, quality of life, and life expectancy and found that there were positive outcomes associated with Project ECHO. The incremental cost-effectiveness ratio was about $10,000 per quality-adjusted life year (QALY) compared to the status quo.\(^67\) Additionally, studies showed that the costs of implementing Project ECHO drop over time. Based on a model assuming 1,000 patients participate in an ECHO program, researchers estimate that for every dollar spent on Project ECHO, a health system could save $4.45 in hospitalization costs alone (if each hospitalization cost about $10,000).\(^68\) Establishing a sustainable pathway for investing in Project ECHO could not only improve outcomes but also produce savings.

- **HRSA should consider delaying HPSAs designated as “proposed for withdrawal” by one year and give funding preferences to facilities that invest in telehealth.**

HRSA’s Bureau of Health Workforce designates Health Professional Shortage Areas (HPSA) based on the number of health professionals relative to high need population. These designations are based on primary care, dental, and mental health provider shortages and are used to allocate resources for federal programs that place providers in underserved areas in exchange for scholarships and loan forgiveness. In addition, the Medicare HPSA Physician Bonus Program provides a 10% bonus to physicians who provide care to Medicare beneficiaries in a geographic HPSA. In other words, the physician receives increased reimbursement for providing services in a HPSA ZIP code.\(^59\) Physicians with J-1 visas are also allowed to waive certain requirements to remain in the United States if they practice in a HPSA. Health centers often rely on HPSA bonuses and loan forgiveness programs to draw providers to underserved areas.

The Health Resources and Services Administration reviews and revises lists of designated HPSAs annually and might propose withdrawal for ones that no
longer meet program criteria. In January 2022, HRSA proposed withdrawal for 1,178 primary care HPSAs—accounting for 15% of all primary care HPSAs. According to the agency, these facilities no longer meet the federal criteria to be designated as a shortage area. These HPSAs will not lose their designation immediately and will remain on the “proposed for withdrawal” list until the agency publishes another Federal Register notice. The removal of this designation will cause upheavals during an existing workforce crisis and limit access to rural providers, especially in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. HRSA should consider delaying HPSAs designated as “proposed for withdrawal” by one year and give funding preferences for existing HPSA facilities to invest in the infrastructure required to launch telestroke and tele-ICU programs (for example, technology infrastructure in hospital rooms). A delay would allow rural providers to present additional data to HRSA in the redetermination process.

Rural hospital investment in tele-ICU and telestroke infrastructure can vary. Some hospitals may use mobile carts to facilitate and deliver care while others use robots or fixed audio/visual systems. An estimate of Philips tele-ICU products found that mobile carts can cost $12,000 each, while virtual servers can cost $250,000. These technologies also require regular maintenance, and onsite staff may have to be trained to use them.

A 2019 cost-benefit analysis found that over a six-month period, a centralized tele-ICU program produced $3.14 million in savings by reducing ICU variable costs per case, decreasing length of stays, and decreasing ICU mortality. The hardware and software costs during the six months were approximately $600,000.

Although initial investments in a tele-ICU infrastructure can be substantial, a 2017 report to CMS found that Emory University’s eICU (tele-ICU) program resulted in fewer readmissions and reduced costs by millions of dollars. The institution used CMS Health Care Innovation Award funds to expand access to critical care services for intensive care units in north Georgia. The program supported more than 8,000 patients between 2014 and 2015 and reduced Medicare spending by $1,486 per patient stay—totaling $4.6 million during the study period. Researchers attributed savings to a more standardized care delivery process and an increased rate of discharges to home. Giving funding preferences to HPSA-designated providers to invest in telehealth infrastructure may help them expand the capacity of their workforce.

- Congress and the administration should engage in a comprehensive evaluation of technology-enabled collaborative rural workforce HRSA programs.

HRSA provides grant funding for multiple programs that support the recruitment and retention of qualified health professionals in rural areas. However, certain programs and educational opportunities may be more
effective in ensuring that rural workforce needs are being met. Additionally, Project ECHO programs aim to address a variety of conditions and outcomes, and a return on investment may not be consistent across topic area.

RAND’s evaluation of Project ECHO and other ECHO-like models (EELM) included recommendations to address barriers to evaluating EELM. An unbiased organization, such as the GAO or the National Academy of Sciences, should comprehensively evaluate technology-enabled collaborative HRSA programs of the rural workforce. To identify funding opportunities, the evaluation could determine whether these programs build provider capacity, address rural workforce needs, and produce positive clinical outcomes.

Looking at studies published before 2018, the RAND report to Congress showed that although the impact on patient and provider outcomes was modest, researchers consistently found positive effects. However, they also reported that the quality of evidence was not strong, and that more data are needed on EELM return on investment.

Criteria used by RAND could guide an agency or organization in selecting programs to evaluate: “(1) specialist-generalist training, (2) interactive mentorship, (3) case-based presentations, (4) technology-enabling platforms, (5) a hub-spoke framework, (6) multiple sessions over extended time, and (7) a health-focused objective.” Ongoing evaluation of Project ECHO and similar technology-enabled collaborative programs would allow policymakers to assess the impact on specific populations and services and appropriate additional funding for telementoring programs. The evaluators should recommend which programs should be prioritized and which should be altered or sunset.

One way to ensure that federal interventions effectively address the most critical health care workforce shortages is for Congress to appropriate funding for the National Health Care Workforce Commission. The commission was established and authorized under the Affordable Care Act in 2010, but Congress has never appropriated funding. The commission was supposed to perform a comprehensive evaluation of the workforce landscape, develop policy recommendations to ensure federal education and training programs meet critical needs, and provide oversight of federal workforce programs.

**Identification of Ongoing Insurer-Based Reimbursement Opportunities**

By 2030, CMS expects that all beneficiaries in traditional Medicare will be treated by a provider participating in a value-based model with accountability for quality and total cost of care. In a value-based health care system, providers can invest their resources in a way that produces the best clinical and quality outcomes, and evidence-based models like Project ECHO, telestroke, and tele-
ICU are more easily sustained. As a bridge, however, ongoing reimbursement for these services needs to be sustainable under fee-for-service models.

- **CMS should consider paying smaller rural hospitals for telestroke and tele-ICU services via a monthly or yearly payment.**

Smaller hospitals—especially rural hospitals and CAHs—are all less likely to use telestroke than larger suburban hospitals. This has the potential to create disparities in clinical outcomes across less advantaged populations. The reasons smaller hospitals face challenges in establishing these programs range from difficulty with upfront financing to problems with billing for services to maintaining the workability of the technology.

Instead of paying fee-for-service for telehealth services, Medicare should consider developing a monthly or yearly payment that would enable smaller rural hospitals to have telestroke and/or tele-ICU capacity in place. More than patients would benefit: Regular payments would be aligned with the administration’s audacious goal of moving all Medicare providers into value-based payment arrangements.

Researchers found that a telestroke network model consisting of one hub and seven spokes would allow for 45 more patients to be treated with intravenous thrombolysis and 20 more with endovascular stroke therapies, leading to more discharges to home and to cost savings. (Both evidence-based therapies were shown to produce good outcomes and reduce long-term disability.) The researchers estimated that each year, a telestroke network could help produce more than $350,000 in cost savings—while each hub costs about $450,000 to maintain, each of the seven spokes saves approximately $100,000.

- **CMS should consider enhanced reimbursements for telestroke and tele-ICU programs for at-risk hospitals.**

A 2015 study found that the initial cost associated with equipment and internet connectivity to implement telehealth ranges from $17,000 to $50,000, with annual subscription fees and maintenance expenses adding to this number. Small hospitals may not be able to afford the investments needed to hire full-time neurologists or intensivists, especially if they have low patient volumes.

Medicare currently reimburses spoke hospitals via a facility payment and a physician payment, while the remote physician (at the hub) can receive a separate payment for the consultation. An enhanced Medicare reimbursement for the spoke facility could better support smaller rural hospitals that adopt and maintain telestroke and tele-ICU programs.

- **CMS should consider adding Project ECHO to the Medicare Physician Fee Schedule (PFS) as well as other sustainable funding mechanisms.**

Despite receiving grants from federal, state, and local governments, Project ECHO has no ongoing federal funding stream or clear billing mechanism for
CMS’s Medicare Physician Fee Schedule is a complete listing of health care services that can be reimbursed by the Medicare program; it is updated annually. As a result of the pandemic, the agency added several billable telehealth services to the PFS. Project ECHO is not currently reimbursable under traditional Medicare. CMS could add a new or revised billing code to the Physician Fee Schedule to cover doctors participating in the ECHO program who seek a specific patient consultation through the program. While store-and-forward asynchronous interprofessional interactions are reimbursed as eConsults, Project ECHO does not have a similar mechanism for reimbursement because its model more resembles virtual grand rounds.

Another option is for the administration to support ongoing funding using existing authorities. The first Expanding Capacity for Health Outcomes (ECHO) Act, which passed in 2016, aimed to examine technology-enabled collaborative learning programs, including Project ECHO, and required HHS to deliver a report to Congress on its findings. A second version of the ECHO Act, passed in 2019, established a $50 million grant program and technical assistance to support ECHO implementation over five years.

The Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2021 (P.L. 116-260) gave the HHS secretary authority to “appropriate, award grants to evaluate, develop, and, as appropriate, expand the use of technology-enabled collaborative learning and capacity building models, to improve retention of health care providers and increase access to health care services.” The provision applies to medically underserved and shortage areas, and stipulates that grant funding can be used to support health care providers using Project ECHO. The secretary could use his authority to enhance funding for programs that support a sustainable workforce and cover startup costs for technology-enabled collaborative learning and capacity building models.

- CMS should develop additional guidance for the billing of telestroke and tele-ICU programs to ensure appropriate coding and reimbursement.

Recent analysis of telestroke claims showed that many hospitals are underbilling for the service as well as making mistakes in how they bill when they do seek reimbursement. By the end of 2019, only 40% of hospitals with known telestroke capacity sought reimbursement for telestroke services (within one year of the FAST Act implementation). Claims data likely substantially underestimate the actual number of telestroke consultations. This situation has led some experts to advocate for simplified Medicare billing rules. Current billing rules are highly complex and require the remote specialist to have
patient demographic information, insurance information, and registration with the health plan for the hospital in which the patient is located.

Greater complexity in billing rules creates an environment that dissuades providers from engaging in telehealth, even when these models may make sense for patients. Additionally, improvements in billing accuracy for telestroke and tele-ICU would improve claims data for evaluation of these programs and future policymaking. To help remedy these challenges and take advantage of lessons learned, CMS should work to simplify telehealth billing and educate providers on billing practices to help ensure providers are, at minimum, receiving appropriate reimbursement for services rendered.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR PROVIDERS TO ADOPT NEW MODELS

Barriers to adoption include providers’ lack of understanding of how to implement these models as well as the long-term benefits of these investments. Therefore, in addition to sustainable financing, it is also important to provide technical assistance.

• The CMS Innovation Center should lead a technical assistance effort to further deploy evidence-based models.

The CMS Innovation Center develops demonstration projects to test new ways of paying for and delivering health care services, and then works to institutionalize new proven models. The Innovation Center should invest in technical assistance to promote specific models, such as Project ECHO, that have already been shown to produce care savings.

In 2012, the Innovation Center awarded New Mexico approximately $8.4 million for a Project ECHO demonstration expanding the capacity of the primary care workforce to treat Medicaid enrollees with complex, multiple chronic conditions. An independent evaluation of all model awardees showed an average quarterly cost savings of $2,044 per beneficiary for the ECHO program—Project ECHO was associated with lower total cost of care and fewer potentially avoidable hospitalizations, relative to a comparison group.

The Innovation Center should take steps to better inform providers and other stakeholders, such as hospital executives, of program benefits, including through the development of implementation toolkits and citing examples of successful programs. Additionally, accountable care organizations (ACOs) participating in the Medicare Shared Savings program should be encouraged to participate in a telementoring program.
ENHANCEMENT OF CROSS-STATE LICENSURE LAWS

Although states have always maintained the authority to license and regulate health care providers, critics argue that this limits provider competition and innovation in health care. Specifically, state licensing of health care professionals has created numerous barriers to providers’ adoption and expansion of telehealth programs.

• Congress and the administration should consider making provider licensure flexibilities, which help enable telestroke and tele-ICU, permanent for Medicare beneficiaries.

At the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, CMS and nearly all states loosened the requirement that providers be licensed in the state where their patients are located. In a matter of months, a famously territorial and complicated area of health policy unwound, creating opportunities for patients to access care. This was especially important for patients living in remote or medically underserved areas. BPC’s 2021 report, What Eliminating Barriers to Interstate Telehealth Taught Us During the Pandemic, articulated several broad policy options that Congress and the administration could take regarding provider licensure and telehealth. Policy options included permitting any physician with a medical license in good standing to deliver services via telehealth to Medicare beneficiaries residing in any state, similar to the exemptions allowed by the Department of Veterans Affairs.93

ACCELERATION OF EFFORTS TO ACHIEVE INTEROPERABILITY

• CMS, ONC, and OIG should accelerate their efforts to achieve an interoperable system by issuing guidance and offering technical assistance to encourage continued uptake of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) and support the creation of data-sharing ecosystems.

Achieving electronic health record (EHR) interoperability—the seamless and secure access, exchange, and use of electronic health information—will improve patient care as well as spur innovations such as the ones described in this report. For example, the emergent nature of stroke and critical care relies on the timely and accurate exchange of health information, often across health care facilities.94 As a result, the lack of interoperability presents challenges to some hospitals using tele-ICU and telestroke.95 Similarly, a 2019 RAND report to Congress highlighted the importance of data exchange and interoperability between hubs and spokes participating in Project ECHO and ECHO-like models. The authors envisioned a strong federal role in developing and deploying interoperability standards.96
Interoperability across health IT platforms depends on both system accessibility and a common language for sharing data. Achieving interoperability in the health care sector has been a challenge despite the efforts of multiple administrations and stakeholders. A major milestone was the 2016 passage of the bipartisan 21st Century Cures Act, which required the federal government to establish a foundation for interoperability through standardized APIs. Subsequently, under the Obama and Trump administrations and continuing under the current administration, CMS, the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC), and the HHS Inspector General (OIG) released a number of regulations and guidance—some of which have not been enforced due in part to the COVID-19 pandemic—to ensure all systems have the capacity to share information. They did so by releasing API certification standards and penalizing providers that inappropriately block information sharing. API adoption, however, has been slow, and variability of programming languages across health IT systems remains.

Given that interoperability would allow for the seamless transfer of information between EHRs at clinical sites, CMS should develop and finalize rulemaking on data exchange to encourage API adoption in coordination with ONC and OIG. Additionally, the agencies should coordinate their outreach and technical assistance to educate providers and payers on the benefits of creating data-sharing ecosystems (outlined in The Trusted Exchange Framework and Common Agreement). Because CMS interacts with providers differently than ONC, CMS could complement ONC’s outreach efforts on the framework by reaching a different audience.
Conclusion

Telehealth programs such as Project ECHO, tele-ICU, and telestroke provide tools to help underserved, rural areas struggling with an inadequate supply of health care providers. These evidence-based programs can work to distribute health care expertise more equitably; keep patients in their local communities; increase access to specialized health care services; produce positive improvements in clinical outcomes; decrease health disparities between rural and urban areas; and reduce stress and burnout for bedside providers. Often, small, rural hospitals do not have the resources to invest in the telehealth infrastructure necessary to implement these models. The multifaceted regulatory and legislative reforms outlined above can make a meaningful difference in the ability of rural health care providers to respond to the needs of these frequently underserved communities.
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